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The extremely strong wind frequently caused the damage of radar system, especially for radome and

antenna. Even if the radar radome can resist the extremely strong wind, the vibrations of the radar tower

could reduce the quality of radar observations. During the passage of Typhoon Goni (2015) near Ishigaki

Island, the extremely strong wind with a maximum gust wind speed of 71 m s-1 was observed. Based on

the Ishigaki C-band Doppler radar observed by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), the influences on

radar observations caused by this intense wind speed are investigated in this study. It is found that the

radar recorded elevations oscillated with a maximum amplitude of 0.4° at -0.1° elevation, and the

oscillation phenomenon was reflected in reflectivity and Doppler velocity fields as Goni’s eyewall

wrapped around Ishigaki Island. The main oscillation period is approximately 0.25-0.33 s given with an

antenna rotating speed of ~4 rpm by using FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) analysis. There are two periods of

antenna oscillation, one occurred around 1030-1200 UTC and 1330-1430 UTC 23 Aug for the other.

Between these two oscillation periods, the oscillation phenomenon stopped due to the Goni’s eye

moved over the radar site. Relative to the oscillation in the reflectivity field, the antenna oscillation

exhibits a feature of out of phase that is generally consistent with the vertical profile of reflectivity. The

influence of antenna oscillation on Doppler velocity field is partially mitigated that might be caused by the

vertical varieties in wind observations. The similar oscillation phenomenon also is found from the radar

observation of Typhoon Haitang (2005) when its eyewall reached Hualien radar site in eastern Taiwan

with a maximum gust wind speed of 58.5 m s-1. The more detailed influences on radar observations will be

investigated and the quality control (QC) procedure according to oscillation condition will be examined

by using band-pass filter in the future.
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